Police interview people of interest after two bodies discovered

By DAVE MARTINEZ

H&N Staff Reporter

Authorities now believe that two bodies discovered Thursday at an isolated ranch east of Bonanza are those of a man reported missing earlier in the month and a second man who had accompanied him. Klamath County Sheriff Tim Evinger said investigators are considering it a double homicide. No motive has been established, and no suspects have been named, but Evinger said multiple agencies are interviewing dozens of people, including the persons the two missing men reportedly intended to visit.

In the course of these interviews, several people were taken into custody on unrelated charges, Evinger said.

“We’re looking at all possibilities,” Evinger said.

See DOUBLE HOMICIDE, page A3

Potato festival kicks off

Children show off their free baked potatoes in front of the Merrill Sterling Savings Bank Friday. The bank has offered hundreds of free spuds the Friday of the Potato Festival for more than 15 years.

By ANDREW MARIMAN

H&N Staff Reporter

Friday, the first full day of action at the Klamath River Potato Festival, had the little town of Merrill brimming with energy as last-minute preparations were performed.

Volunteers lined the town’s football field for Saturday’s Pop Warner action, people inside the Merrill Civic Center were busy setting up their booths, vendors were open selling food, drinks and other goods, and by 10:30 a.m., the downtown streets were busy. People were busy setting up their booths, vendors were open selling food, drinks and other goods, and by 10:30 a.m., the downtown streets were busy.

By JASON M. CLARKE

H&N Staff Reporter

A large crowd was on hand to watch a couple of the Potato Festival’s signature attractions.

The first was the potato washing activity where volunteers washed potatoes in a large container and then passed them to people behind a guardrail to keep them moving in a single file line.

The second activity was the potato race where competitors had to run through a potato drop and then race to the finish line.

The final attraction was the potato toss where competitors had to throw a potato as far as they could.”

By SARAH MILLER

H&N Staff Reporter

The potato festival kicked off on Friday with a variety of events, including the potato race, potato toss, and potato washing activity.

The potato race was the most popular activity, with a large crowd watching as the competitors raced through a potato drop and then back to the starting line.

The potato toss was a fun event where competitors had to throw a potato as far as they could.
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